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We theoretically study slow collisions of NH$_3$ molecules with He atoms, where we focus in particular on the observation of scattering resonances. We calculate state-to-state integral and differential cross sections for collision energies ranging from $10^{-4}$ cm$^{-1}$ to 130 cm$^{-1}$, using fully converged quantum close-coupling calculations. To describe the interaction between the NH$_3$ molecules and the He atoms, we present a four-dimensional potential energy surface, based on an accurate fit of 4180 $ab$ initio points. Prior to collision, we consider the ammonia molecules to be in their antisymmetric umbrella state with angular momentum $j = 1$ and projection $k = 1$, which is a suitable state for Stark deceleration. We find pronounced shape and Feshbach resonances, especially for inelastic collisions into the symmetric umbrella state with $j = k = 1$. We analyze the observed resonant structures in detail by looking at scattering wavefunctions, phase shifts, and lifetimes. Finally, we discuss the prospects for observing the predicted scattering resonances in future crossed molecular beam experiments with a Stark-decelerated NH$_3$ beam.

I. INTRODUCTION

The tremendous experimental progress in performing scattering experiments has evolved to the point where it is nowadays possible to study collisions between particles in the laboratory over an energy range of about 25 orders of magnitude. The collisions of highest energy are produced by modern charged-particle accelerators reaching the TeV range, while the collisions of lowest energy are studied in ultracold atomic quantum gases going all the way down to the nK regime. In both types of collision experiments scattering resonances play an important role. In high-energy collisions, a resonance in the cross section caused by the formation of an intermediate bound state is a direct way to detect previously unseen particles. In ultracold atomic scattering, the energy of an intermediate bound molecular state to be formed during the collision can sometimes be accurately tuned by applying an external magnetic field. As a result, the scattering length of close-coupling calculations using $ab$ initio potential energy surfaces (PESs) $^8$. With the Stark decelerator it is possible to generate almost perfectly quantum-state selected molecular beams with a computer-controlled final velocity and a small longitudinal velocity spread. By applying this technique to the scattering of the OH radical with rare gas atoms, such as Xe $^4$, Ar $^11$, and He $^12$, the threshold behavior for inelastic scattering into the first excited rotational levels of OH could be accurately determined. Excellent agreement was found with cross sections obtained from close-coupling calculations using $ab$ initio potential energy surfaces (PESs) $^8$, $^11$, $^13$. In the same way, also cold inelastic collisions of OH radicals with D$_2$ molecules were studied experimentally $^12$.

In this article, we study in detail cold collisions between NH$_3$ molecules and He atoms. The ammonia-He system is a van der Waals complex, and in general the (quasi-)bound states of such complexes are sensitive to the interaction potential. As a result, high-resolution spectroscopy on van der Waals complexes has been an important tool for increasing our understanding of intermolecular forces $^{14}$ $^{17}$. High-precision scattering experiments are a very promising additional tool for obtaining detailed information on potential energy surfaces. At higher scattering energies the short-range repulsive part of the interaction is mainly probed, while at very low collision energies the long-range part of the potential is dominant in determining the scattering behavior. Moreover, scattering resonances give important information on the energy of quasi-bound states that are sensitive to potential wells at mid-range interparticle distances. This shows that large parts of the potential energy surfaces can be accurately probed by cold collision experiments. Recent scattering experiments have indeed been able to distin-
guish between PESs that were only of good quality and PESs that were of excellent quality [11, 13]. A very different experiment in which the NH$_3$-He interaction plays an important role, is the trapping of NH$_3$ molecules inside He nanodroplets to perform high-resolution spectroscopy [10].

Rotational energy transfer by cold collisions is an important process in various astrochemical environments, such as interstellar clouds and cold exoplanetary atmospheres. Since the first identification of NH$_3$ molecules in the interstellar medium [17], ammonia has been detected in several gas-phase astrochemical spectra. The rate coefficients of NH$_3$-He scattering are an important ingredient for a numerical modelling of astrochemical environments. This is one of the reasons why NH$_3$-He collisions have been studied experimentally [18–22] and theoretically [23–28] by several groups. The most recent scattering calculations have been performed with the potential energy surface of Hodges and Wheatley [23]. However, in order to get agreement with experimentally determined theoretical coefficients, this potential had to be scaled by a rather large factor [26]. The same potential has also been used to theoretically study low-energy NH$_3$-He collisions, where strong scattering resonances were observed for various initial and final states of the NH$_3$ molecule [28]. Unfortunately, the initial state that is most suitable for Stark deceleration was not considered. This is namely the state $|j k \pm \rangle = |11 \rangle$, where $j$ is the angular momentum of the ammonia molecule, $k$ is the projection on its threefold symmetry axis and $+/\pm$ refers to its symmetric/antisymmetric umbrella inversion tunneling state. For the energy level diagram of the ammonia molecule, see Fig. 1. Moreover, in the study of Ref. [28] ammonia was treated as a rigid molecule, implying that the umbrella inversion motion of the NH$_3$ molecule was not considered.

In this article we study all possible elastic and inelastic scattering processes at low collision energies, using $|11 \rangle$ as an initial state of the para NH$_3$ molecule. We show that particularly the inversion inelastic scattering to the $|11 \rangle$ state gives rise to pronounced resonant structures that are promising to be observed experimentally in crossed beam experiments. We start by introducing the theoretical framework for studying the atom-molecule collisions. After this, we present a new NH$_3$-He potential using the most recent developments in electronic structure calculations. We describe the numerical methods to fit the potential, after which we present the calculations of the integral and differential cross sections. In both cross sections we find rapid variations as a function of energy, which are clear signs of resonant behavior. To determine the origin of these resonances we perform bound state calculations as well as reconstructions of the full scattering wavefunctions. The phase shifts and the lifetimes are also determined near resonance. Finally, we comment on the prospects of observing these scattering resonances in the NH$_3$-He system in the near future.

![FIG. 1: Energy levels $|jk\pm\rangle$ of the ammonia molecule, where $j$ is the angular momentum of the molecule, $k$ is the projection on its threefold symmetry axis and $+/\pm$ refers to the symmetric/antisymmetric umbrella inversion state. Throughout this article we use the $|11\rangle$ state as the initial state, so that we only consider para ammonia. We do not take into account hyperfine interactions. The collision energy is defined relative to the initial state.](image)

II. THEORY

To theoretically study the low-energy scattering of NH$_3$ molecules with He atoms we briefly introduce three coordinate frames that are used in the calculations [30]. These coordinate frames are discussed in more detail in the Appendix. The first frame is an orthonormal, right-handed space-fixed (‘sf’) laboratory frame located at the center of mass Q of the dimer. The coordinate R is the length of the vector R that points from the center of mass X of the NH$_3$ monomer to the He atom, while $\theta^\text{sf}$ is the zenith angle of the vector R and $\phi^\text{sf}$ is the azimuth angle in the space-fixed frame. The second frame is an orthonormal, right-handed body-fixed (‘bf’) dimer frame, also centered at the center of mass of the dimer. As explained in the Appendix, this frame is obtained by a rotation that aligns its z axis with the vector R. The third frame is an orthonormal, right-handed monomer-fixed (‘mf’) frame centered at the center-of-mass of the NH$_3$ molecule, whose z axis is aligned with the symmetry axis of the ammonia molecule. This monomer frame is obtained from the space-fixed frame by rotating over the three Euler angles $\zeta^\text{sf} = (\alpha^\text{sf}, \beta^\text{sf}, \gamma^\text{sf})$. Here, $\alpha^\text{sf}$ and $\beta^\text{sf}$ are the azimuth and zenith angles of the ammonia C$_3$ symmetry axis in the space-fixed frame, while $\gamma^\text{sf}$ describes the rotation of the NH$_3$ molecule about this axis. The Euler angles of the monomer frame can also be given with respect to the body-fixed frame, and are then de-
noted by $\zeta_{\text{bf}} = (\alpha_{\text{bf}}, \beta_{\text{bf}}, \gamma_{\text{bf}})$. Finally, we introduce the umbrella or inversion angle $\rho$ of the ammonia molecule, which is the angle between the $z$ axis of the monomer frame and a vector pointing from the N atom to one of the H atoms, so that $\rho = \pi/2$ corresponds to a planar NH$_3$ geometry.

The Hamiltonian of the NH$_3$-He system can now be written as

$$\hat{H} = \hat{H}_{\text{mol}} - \frac{1}{2\mu R} \frac{\partial^2}{\partial R^2} R + \frac{1}{2\mu R^2} \left[ j^2 + j^2 - 2j \cdot \hat{J} \right] + V_{\text{int}}(R, \theta_{\text{bf}}, \phi_{\text{bf}}, \rho),$$

where throughout the article we set $\hbar = 1$, $\hat{H}_{\text{mol}}$ is the Hamiltonian of the NH$_3$ molecule, $\mu$ is the reduced mass of the atom-molecule complex, $\hat{J}$ is the angular momentum operator of the NH$_3$ monomer with respect to the body-fixed frame, $\hat{J}$ is the total angular momentum operator also with respect to the body-fixed frame, and $V_{\text{int}}$ is the interaction energy. We consider the interaction potential to depend on four coordinates, which implies that we assume the N-H bond length to be fixed and NH$_3$ to keep its threefold symmetry. The Hamiltonian of the NH$_3$ molecule includes the monomer’s rotation, as well as the kinetic and potential energy of its umbrella motion

$$\hat{H}_{\text{mol}} = \sum_{\lambda,\rho,\sigma} \frac{1}{2I_{\lambda\lambda}(\rho)} \frac{\partial}{\partial \rho} \sqrt{g(\rho)} \frac{\partial}{\partial \rho} + V_{\text{umb}}(\rho),$$

where $I_{xx}(\rho)$, $I_{yy}(\rho)$ and $I_{zz}(\rho)$ are the moments of inertia of the threefold symmetric ammonia molecule with respect to the monomer frame axes, see e.g. Ref. [31], while $I_{pp}(\rho) = 3m_H\rho^2(\cos^2\rho + \eta \sin^2\rho)$ with $m_H$ the hydrogen mass, $\rho_0 = 1.9099a_0$ the fixed N-H bond length [32], $\eta = m_N/(3m_N + m_H)$ and $m_N$ the nitrogen mass. Moreover, we have that $g(\rho) = I_{xx}I_{yy}I_{zz}I_{pp}$, while the potential energy for the umbrella motion $V_{\text{umb}}(\rho)$ leads to a double well potential that we model by

$$V_{\text{umb}}(\rho) = \frac{k_{\rho}}{2} \left( \rho - \frac{\pi}{2} \right)^2 + a_{\rho} \exp \left[ -b_{\rho} \left( \rho - \frac{\pi}{2} \right)^2 \right]$$

with the parameters $k_{\rho} = 90.651 \ \text{cm}^{-1}\text{rad}^{-2}$, $a_{\rho} = 23.229 \ \text{cm}^{-1}$ and $b_{\rho} = 3.1846 \ \text{rad}^{-2}$. The resulting double well potential gives rise to umbrella vibration levels of which two levels have an energy below that of the barrier at the planar ammonia geometry [31]. Moreover, each of these two vibration levels splits into a pair of energy levels due to tunneling. The parameters of the umbrella potential are chosen such that the experimental energy splitting between the two tunnel states in the vibrational ground state, as well as the experimental splittings [32] between the ground state and the two tunnel states of the first vibrationally excited level are accurately reproduced.

To treat the Schrödinger equation in body-fixed coordinates, we expand the scattering wavefunction in the following coupled-channel basis

$$\psi_{\text{bf}}(R) = \frac{1}{R} \sum_n |n\rangle \chi_n(R),$$

where the radial dependence of the wavefunction is given by $\chi_n(R)$, while the body-fixed angular basis set

$$|n\rangle \equiv |j, k, K, M_J, v_\pm\rangle = \left[ \frac{(2j + 1)(2J + 1)}{32\pi^3} \right]^{1/2} \times \phi_\nu^\pm(\rho) D_{K\nu}^{(j)\ast}(\zeta_{\text{bf}}) D_{M_J K}^{(j)\ast}(\theta_{\text{bf}}, \theta_{\text{bf}}, 0)$$

is used to treat the angular part of the Hamiltonian. Here, $D_{mm'}^{(j)\ast}(\zeta) = e^{im\alpha}d_{m}\pi^{(j)}e^{im'\gamma}$ with $d_{m}\pi^{(j)}$ the well-known Wigner $d$-functions, $\nu$ is the projection quantum number of the monomer angular momentum with eigenvalue $j$ on the monomer $z$ axis, $K$ is the projection quantum number of both the monomer angular momentum and the total angular momentum with eigenvalue $J$ on the body-fixed dimer $z$ axis, $M_J$ is the projection of the total angular momentum on the space-fixed $z$ axis, $v$ is the umbrella vibration quantum number, and the superscript $+/-$ refers to the even/odd umbrella tunneling function.

As a result, our task is to solve the following second-order matrix differential equation

$$-\frac{\partial^2 \chi_n(R)}{\partial R^2} = \sum_n \langle n'|\hat{W}|n\rangle \chi_n(R),$$

where we introduced the operator $\hat{W} = 2\mu(\hat{E} - \hat{H} + \hat{K})$ with the kinetic energy operator $\hat{K}$ given by the second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (10). We note that $J$ and $M_J$ are good quantum numbers, and that the operator $\hat{W}$ is diagonal in $J$ and independent of $M_J$. Furthermore, the monomer part of the Hamiltonian, $\hat{H}_{\text{mol}}$, is also diagonal in the angular basis set. The complexity of the matrix $\langle n'|\hat{W}|n\rangle$ can be further reduced by considering the symmetry properties of the NH$_3$-He complex. Because the Hamiltonian commutes with permutations of the three hydrogen atoms in NH$_3$ and the operator for inversion in space $\hat{E}^\ast$, it is useful to adapt the basis states such that they transform as the irreducible representations of the corresponding molecular symmetry group $D_{3h}(M)$ in the notation of Bunker and Jensen [34]. The adapted basis states of different symmetry cannot be mixed by the Hamiltonian. The precise procedure for this adaptation is described in the Appendix. Moreover, in Ref. [14] several useful relations can be found for determining the matrix elements of the $\hat{W}$ operator in the angular basis.

In order to fully solve Eq. (6), the wavefunctions must satisfy the appropriate scattering boundary conditions [32]. These boundary conditions are directly formulated in a space-fixed frame. The exact solution of the space-fixed Schrödinger equation at larger separations $R$, i.e., when the interaction energy has approached zero, is a linear combination of the proper spherical Bessel functions.
These Bessel functions are labelled by the space-fixed end-over-end rotational quantum number $L$, which has become a good quantum number at such large separations. Therefore, the matching of the propagated wavefunction from Eq. (3) to spheroidal Bessel functions can be performed at distances where the centrifugal energy, set by $L$ and decaying as $R^{-2}$, is still large, as long as the interaction energy, decaying in our case as $R^{-3}$, has become negligibly small. To perform the matching, it is necessary to transform between the body-fixed and the space-fixed basis sets. The latter basis set is for the present case given by

$$|j, k, L, J, M_J, v^±\rangle = \left[\frac{(2j + 1)(2L + 1)}{32\pi^3}\right]^{1/2} \phi_c^±(\rho) \times \sum_{m_j, M_L} D_{m_j k}^{(j)\ast}(\theta, \phi) C_{M_L}^L(\theta^d, \phi^d) |jm_j; LM_L|JM_J\rangle, \tag{7}$$

with $C_{M_L}^L(\theta^d, \phi^d)$ the Racah-normalized spherical harmonics and $M_L$ the projection of the end-over-end angular momentum on the space-fixed $z$ axis, $m_j$ the projection of the monomer angular momentum on the space-fixed $z$ axis, and $|jm_j; LM_L|JM_J\rangle$ a Clebsch-Gordan coefficient. The transformation between the body-fixed and the space-fixed basis then becomes [14]

$$|j, k, L, J, M_J, v^±\rangle = \sum_K |j, k, K, J, M_J, v^±\rangle \left(\frac{2L + 1}{2J + 1}\right)^{1/2} \langle jK; L0|JK\rangle. \tag{8}$$

To end our discussion of the matching procedure, we mention the various possible open and closed channels following from the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2). The vibration-tunneling states of the umbrella motion are determined by calculating the eigenstates of the Hamiltonian formed by the last two terms of Eq. (2). Only the lowest four eigenstates, labeled $\phi_c^±(\rho)$ with vibrational quantum numbers $v = 0$ and $v = 1$, are kept. With these four states as a basis for the umbrella motion, we turn to the first term of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2). As a result, the rotational constants $1/2I_{xx}(\rho)$ become $4 \times 4$ matrices, but the $+$ and $-$ states are not mixed. The eigenstates that result from diagonalization of the full monomer Hamiltonian in a basis containing all rotational states with $j \leq 6$ and the four umbrella states, determine the open and closed channels. We label the open channels by $|jk\pm\rangle$: the vibrational quantum number $v$ is omitted from this notation because all vibrational states with $v > 0$ are closed for the energy range in which we are interested. We consider the ammonia molecules to be prepared in the $|11^{-}\rangle$ state, so that the lower lying $|11^{+}\rangle$ state is open for all collision energies. Increasing the collision energy beyond the energy of excited monomer states opens up the corresponding channels, and inelastic scattering into these states occurs if it is allowed by symmetry. The matching procedure of the wavefunctions to the boundary conditions for scattering at large distance $R$ ultimately leads to an expression for the scattering matrix. This $S$ matrix is subsequently directly related to the differential and integral cross sections for the elastic and inelastic channels, which can be compared with the outcome of collision experiments [37].

### III. THE NH$_3$-HE POTENTIAL

Before we can apply the above described formalism to solve the scattering problem, we need to determine the NH$_3$-He interaction potential. To this end $ab$ initio calculations were performed with MOLPRO [37], using the supermolecule approach with the counterpoise procedure of Boys and Bernardi [38]. We considered the interaction energy to be dependent on four coordinates, namely $R$, $\gamma^{bf}$, $\gamma^{bf}$ and $\rho$.

The grid for the $ab$ initio calculations consisted of 4180 points. For $R$, in total 19 points were used. In the short and intermediate range, i.e., for $a_0 \leq R \leq 10a_0$, we used an equidistant grid of 3 points with a separation of $0.5a_0$, while in the long range, that is for $R > 10a_0$, we used an approximately logarithmic grid consisting of the points $12a_0$, $14.4a_0$, $17.3a_0$, $20.8a_0$, $25a_0$, and $30a_0$. For $\gamma^{bf}$, we used a Gauss-Legendre grid consisting of 11 points for $0 \leq \gamma^{bf} \leq \pi$, while for $\gamma^{bf}$, we used an equidistant Gauss-Chebyshev grid consisting of the points $\pi/24$, $3\pi/24$, $5\pi/24$, and $7\pi/24$. Finally, for the grid in $\rho$ we used an equidistant grid of 5 points, where the middle point was given by the value $\rho_3 = 0.6226\pi$, while the distance between the points was given by $\Delta\rho = (2\rho_3 - \pi)/5$.

The calculations in the long range were performed with the coupled-cluster method taking into account single and double excitations and a perturbative treatment of triple excitations [CCSD(T)], using the augmented correlation-consistent polarized valence quadruple-zeta (AVQZ) basis set. For the short range we used the explicitly correlated CCSD(T)-F12 method [39] to account more efficiently for the strong effect of electron correlations in this regime. The CCSD(T)-F12 method was found to yield accurate results with the smaller triple-zeta basis set (AVTZ), as illustrated by Table II. In this table the interaction energies are shown for different NH$_3$-He geometries in the short, intermediate and long range with both the CCSD(T) and the CCSD(T)-F12 method using different basis sets. Also the effect of using midbond functions [40] is included in this table, where the midbond orbitals were located along the vector connecting the center of mass of the ammonia molecule with the helium atom at a distance of $(r_0 + R)/2$ from the ammonia center of mass. Particularly in the short and intermediate range these midbond functions improve the interaction energies, so that they were used in the calculations with F12. From Table II we see that in the short range the CCSD(T)-F12 method with an AVTZ basis set including midbond functions performs better than the CCSD(T) method with an AV5Z basis set, although the latter calculation is much more expensive due...
to the large basis set.

The main reason why we did not use the F12 method in the long range is that we found that the implementation of this method in MOLPRO 94 gives rise to an incorrect $1/R$ behavior in the very long range, rather than the correct $1/R^6$ behavior for the system under consideration. This behavior is caused by the fitting of the electron density distributions, which unfortunately does not result in exactly charge neutral monomers. Although the artificial residual charges can be reduced by introducing a larger electron density fitting basis set, the $1/R$ behavior will eventually always dominate the correct $1/R^6$ behavior. Hence, we decided to use the CCSD(T) method without F12 for the long range. We used the AVQZ basis set, and we may conclude from Table I that this basis set indeed gives rise to accurate interaction energies in the long range. In order to switch smoothly between the results of the two methods, we used the switching function $s(R)$

$$s(R) = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } R \leq a \\
1 & \text{if } R \geq b \\
\frac{1}{2} + \frac{1}{2} \sin \frac{\pi}{2} \left(3 - \sin^2 \frac{\pi}{2} \right) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}$$

with $x = (2R - b - a)/(b - a)$, $a = 10a_0$ and $b = 13a_0$. The function is chosen such that the first three derivatives of $s$ at $R = a$ and $R = b$ are zero. We thus calculated the interaction energies for the angular geometries at distance $R = 12a_0$ with both methods, where the calculated value with F12 was given a weight of $1 - s(12a_0)$, while the value without F12 was given a weight $s(12a_0)$.

To obtain an analytic representation of the interaction potential between the NH$_3$ molecules and the He atoms we first perform an expansion in tesseral spherical harmonics, namely

$$V_{\text{int}}(R, \beta^{bf}, \gamma^{bf}, \rho) = \sum_{l,m} (-1)^m v_{lm}(R, \rho) S_{lm}(\beta^{bf}, \gamma^{bf}),$$

where due to the symmetry of the dimer only terms with $m = 0, 3, 6, \ldots$ are present. Because we have 11 grid points in $\beta^{bf}$, the summation over $l$ is from $0 \leq l \leq 10$. The summation over $m$ is from 0 to the largest multiple of 3 that is smaller than or equal to the corresponding $l$ value. On all grid points $R_i$ and $\rho_j$ we determine the coefficients of the angular expansion $v_{lm}(R_i, \rho_j)$ by means of a quadrature on the $ab$ initio grid with the appropriate Gauss-Legendre and Gauss-Chebyshev weights 114. For the resulting expansion coefficients $v_{lm}$, we distinguish between the short-range and the long-range behavior, so that $v_{lm}(R, \rho) = v_{lm}^s(R, \rho) + v_{lm}^l(R, \rho)$. Both in the short range and the long range the dependence of the coefficients $v_{lm}$ on $\rho$ is represented by a polynomial expansion in $(\rho - \pi/2)^p$, where $p$ ranges from 0 to 9. If $l + m$ is even, then the polynomial expansion only contains even powers in $\rho$, while if $l + m$ is odd only odd powers are present. In the long range, we expanded the potential in powers of $R^{-n}$, resulting in

$$v_{lm}^l(R, \rho) = \sum_{n,p} c_{lmnp} f_n(aR) \left(\rho - \frac{\pi}{2}\right)^p R^{-n}.$$

where the inverse powers of $R$ that are involved depend on $l$. It can be shown 41 that for $l = 0, 2$ the expansion starts with $n_0 = 6$, while for $l = 1, 3$ it starts with $n_0 = 7$. For $l \geq 4$, it starts with $n_0 = l + 4$. We used the analytic long range expansion of Eq. (11) only for $l \leq 5$, and for

---

**TABLE I: Comparison of the interaction energy between the CCSD(T) method (abbreviated as CC) and the CCSD(T)-F12 method (abbreviated as F12) for different basis sets and different geometries as calculated with MOLPRO 94.** We used the augmented triple zeta (AVTZ), quadruple zeta (AVQZ) and quintuple zeta (AV5Z) basis sets. We also studied the effect of midbond functions 41, which are indicated in the Table by the + sign, when they are added to the basis set.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Basis Set</th>
<th>Energy (cm$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>x_{av}</td>
<td>1466.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F12</td>
<td>x_{av}</td>
<td>1393.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>x_{av}+</td>
<td>1414.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F12</td>
<td>x_{av}+</td>
<td>1407.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CC</td>
<td>x_{av}</td>
<td>1397.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F12</td>
<td>x_{av}</td>
<td>1394.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

**FIG. 2: Contour plot of the NH$_3$-He interaction potential as a function of $R$ and $\beta^{bf}$ for $\gamma^{bf} = 0$ and the equilibrium umbrella angle $\rho_e = 112.15^\circ$.** The energies of the contours are given in cm$^{-1}$. 

$\rho$
each \( l \) we took the leading term \( R^{-n_i} \) and the next-to-leading term \( R^{-n_i-2} \) into account. The Tang-Toennies damping function

\[
f_n(x) = 1 - \left( \sum_{i=0}^{n} \frac{x^i}{i!} \right) e^{-x}.
\]  

was included to avoid the singular behavior of the long-range terms in the short range \([42] \). For the value of \( a \) in Eq. 11 we used the isotropic exponent in the short-range, or, to be more precise, \( a = \ln[v_{00}(R_1, \rho_3)/v_{00}(R_2, \rho_3)]/\Delta R = 2.088a_0^{-1} \) with \( R_1 \) and 
\( R_2 \) the first two points of the \( R \) grid and \( \Delta R = R_2 - R_1 \). The expansion coefficients \( c_{lmn} \) were obtained from \( v_{lm}(R, \rho_j) \) by performing a weighted least-squares fit using the last three points of the \( R \) grid and all points of the \( \rho \) grid. The three \( R \) points were weighted for each \( l \) by \( R_{l+4}^2 \), with \( n_i \) the leading power of the long range decay for the considered \( l \). To describe the short and intermediate range of the potential the same expansion was employed in \( \beta^{bf}, \gamma^{bf} \) and \( \rho \) as for the long range, but the behavior in \( R \) was treated differently. The following procedure was used. First, for all the grid geometries, the corresponding value of the analytic long range potential was subtracted from the \textit{ab initio} values. Next, after performing the expansion in tesserol harmonics and powers of \((\rho - \pi/2)\), the behavior of the resulting coefficients \( v_{mpn}(R) \) was interpolated with a reproducing kernel Hilbert space (RKHS) method \([13] \). The smoothness parameter of the RKHS interpolation was set to 2, while the RKHS parameter \( m \), which determines the power with which the interpolation function decays, was chosen to depend on \( l \). For \( l \leq 5 \), the parameter was set to \( m = n_i + 1 \). Then the RKHS function decays as \( R^{-n_i-2} \), which is faster for each \( l \) than the leading term in the analytic fit of Eq. 11. However, for \( l > 5 \), no analytic long range fit was done, and we used \( m = n_i - 1 \). As a result, the corresponding RKHS functions decayed for each \( l \) as \( R^{-n_i} \) with \( n_i = l + 4 \), which is the correct leading long range behavior for \( l > 5 \) \([11] \).

We have compared the fitted potential with the \textit{ab initio} values on the full grid to test the accuracy of the fit in the angles \( \beta^{bf}, \gamma^{bf} \) and \( \rho \). The quality of the fit in \( R \) cannot be tested in this way, because the RKHS procedure goes by construction precisely through the points to be fitted. We calculated the RMS (root mean square) error for each grid distance \( R_i \) and divided by the mean \textit{ab initio} interaction energy at that distance, giving for the relative RMS error \( \xi(R_i) \) that

\[
\xi(R_i) = \frac{\frac{1}{2} \sum_{j,k,l} \left| \Delta V(R_i, \beta^{bf}_j, \gamma^{bf}_k, \rho_l) \right|^2}{\frac{1}{2} \sum_{j,k,l} V^{abf}_{int}(R_i, \beta^{bf}_j, \gamma^{bf}_k, \rho_l)} \times 100\%,
\]

where \( \Delta V(R_i, \beta^{bf}_j, \gamma^{bf}_k, \rho_l) = V^{fit}_{int}(R_i, \beta^{bf}_j, \gamma^{bf}_k, \rho_l) - V^{abf}_{int}(R_i, \beta^{bf}_j, \gamma^{bf}_k, \rho_l) \), and the summations are over all \( n = 220 \) angular grid points. For our potential fit we found that the relative error \( \xi(R_i) \) is less than 0.05\% for all \( R_i \), so the fits in the angular coordinates are excellent. To also test the fit in \( R \), we calculated \textit{ab initio} interaction energies for an additional 495 points, that were chosen to lie about halfway between the grid points used for the fit. The relative RMS error of the values calculated from the fit compared to the new \textit{ab initio} values depended quite strongly on \( R \), where the largest error was found to occur in the short range. Namely, for the test points at \( R = 4.3a_0 \) we found with the use of 45 different angular points a relative RMS error of 3.5\%, while for all other \( R \) values we obtained a relative error of about 0.5\% or less. An important reason for this behavior is that we use a RKHS fit for the short range, which behaves as a power law, while the true behavior of the potential is exponential. The fitting procedure could thus have been further improved using an exponential form. However, we note that already the present fitting error is rather small. Moreover, in the present paper we use the potential to describe cold scattering with collision energies of maximally 130 cm\(^{-1}\), so that the extreme short-range behavior of the potential is not being probed.

In Fig. 2 we show a contour plot of the \( \text{NH}_3-\text{He} \) interaction potential for \( \gamma^{bf} = 0 \) and the equilibrium umbrella angle \( \rho_e = 112.15^\circ \). For this value of \( \gamma^{bf} \) and \( \rho \), the minimum of the potential is given by \( V_{\text{min}} = -35.08 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) for \( R = 6.095 a_0 \) and \( \beta^{bf} = 89.0^\circ \). This may be compared to the potential of Hodges et al. \([29] \), where the minimum of the potential for \( \gamma^{bf} = 0 \) and \( \rho_e = 112.15^\circ \) is given by \( V_{\text{min}} = -33.46 \text{ cm}^{-1} \) for \( R = 6.133 a_0 \) and \( \beta^{bf} = 88.75^\circ \). Although this difference in the well depth is not very large, we have found that the consequences for

FIG. 3: Coefficients \( v_{lm}(R, \rho_e) \) of the \( \text{NH}_3-\text{He} \) interaction energy as a function of center-of-mass distance \( R \), evaluated at the equilibrium umbrella angle \( \rho_e = 112.15^\circ \). The isotropic \( v_{00}(R, \rho_e) \) coefficient is largest. The \( v_{10}, v_{20}, v_{30}, v_{33}, v_{40} \) and \( v_{43} \) coefficients are shown as well.
low-energy scattering can still be quite substantial, as we will discuss in Section IV. Finally, we have for the leading isotropic coefficient, defined as \( C_6 = -v_{00}(R, \rho_e) R^6 \) for large \( R \), that in atomic units \( C_6 = 39.6 \ E_h \cdot \alpha_0^6 \). The relative importance of the various \( v_{lm}(R, \rho_e) \) expansion coefficients is shown in Fig. 3. The potential is available in FORTRAN 77 or EPAPS [44].

### IV. COMPUTATIONAL ASPECTS

Having discussed the formalism and the potential, we now turn to the numerical procedures that we used in order to obtain converged cross sections that can be compared with future cold-collision experiments. To numerically determine the four lowest lying vibration-inversion levels \( \phi_c^\pm (\rho) \) of the Hamiltonian of Eq. (2) for \( j = 0 \), we used the discrete variable representation based on sinc-functions (sinc-DVR) [45]. The resulting eigenfunctions were used to determine the matrix elements \( \langle \phi'_m | 1/2 I_{3k} | \phi \rangle \) with \( \phi = \phi_c^\pm (\rho) \) by numerical integration. For the propagation in solving Eq. (6), the renormalized Numerov algorithm was used, starting at 4\( a_0 \) and ending at 50\( a_0 \), using an equidistant grid with 273 points. The renormalized Numerov method also allows for a complete reconstruction of the scattering wavefunctions.

The angular basis set contained all monomer states with \( j \leq 6 \), where we checked that the inclusion of more monomer levels resulted only in deviations of maximally 1 % for the calculated cross sections. The maximal value for the total angular momentum \( J \) that we used depended on the collision energy. For collision energies \( E \leq 10 \) cm\(^{-1} \), we included all angular basis states with \( J \leq 10 \), while for \( 10 < E \leq 50 \) cm\(^{-1} \), we included all basis states with \( J \leq 20 \), and for \( 50 < E \leq 130 \) cm\(^{-1} \), we included all states with \( J \leq 30 \). The convergence of the cross sections with respect to the total angular momentum \( J \) is slowest for the elastic cross section. The inelastic cross sections are converged at considerably lower values of \( J \) than reported here.

In order to check our results and gain additional insight, we also implemented a commonly applied model to treat the ammonia umbrella motion in scattering calculations [46, 47]. In this model, no vibrationally excited umbrella states are taken into account and the ground-state umbrella tunneling states are approximated as an even and odd combination of the two rigid equilibrium structures. These two states are thus written as \( | \pm \rangle = \frac{1}{\sqrt{2}} [ | f(\rho - \rho_e) \pm f(\pi/2 - \rho + \rho_e) | ]^{1/2} \), where \( f(x) \) is a function localized around \( x = 0 \). More precisely, the two-state model amounts to approximating the matrix elements of the potential by \( \langle | \pm | v_{lm}(R, \rho_e) | \pm \rangle = v_{lm}(R, \rho_e) \) for \( l + m \) even, and \( \langle | \pm | v_{lm}(R, \rho_e) | \mp \rangle = v_{lm}(R, \rho_e) \) for \( l + m \) odd. For the rotational constants we use the experimentally determined values \( A_{xx} = A_{yy} = 9.9402 \) cm\(^{-1} \), and \( A_{zz} = 6.3044 \) cm\(^{-1} \) in the model. Furthermore, we include the experimental ground state splitting of 0.79 cm\(^{-1} \) [52] between the two tunneling states in the scattering calculations. This simple model has been implemented in the scattering program MOLSCAT [48]. We have used MOLSCAT to double-check the results that we obtained from our own scattering program. The model was previously found to result in good agreement with more elaborate treatments of the umbrella motion for scattering at higher collision energies [49]. In this article we also want to test the accuracy of the model for cold collisions, and in particular for the calculation of scattering resonances.

### V. RESULTS

In Fig. 4 we show the integral cross sections for the scattering of NH\(_3\) molecules with He atoms for collision energies ranging from \( 10^{-4} \) cm\(^{-1} \) to \( 20 \) cm\(^{-1} \). Initially, we only have elastic scattering and inelastic scattering into the \( |11+\rangle \) state, which lies \( 0.79 \) cm\(^{-1} \) lower in energy. Figure 4 was made using the previously described elaborate treatment of the umbrella motion, however, with the use of the model treatment almost exactly the same results were obtained. We observe in the first place that, in agreement with the Wigner threshold laws [50], the elastic cross section becomes constant for very small collision energies, while the inelastic cross section decreases with \( E \) as \( 1/\sqrt{E} \). Going more into the details of the figure, we observe two shape resonances closely together in the elastic channel at collision energies of 1.86 and 2.22 cm\(^{-1} \). In bound state calculations with the NH\(_3\)-He complex enclosed in a box of variable size we found continuum levels with nearly the same energies that are practically independent of the box size, so we may conclude that
these peaks in the scattering cross section indeed correspond to shape or orbiting resonances caused by quasi-bound states. Such quasi-bound states may occur either in the incoming or in the outgoing scattering channel; for the specific case of elastic scattering these are the same. Looking at the dominant contributions to the cross section, the first peak was found to be mainly caused by quasi-bound states with total angular momenta $J = 4$ and $J = 6$, while the second peak was mainly caused by a quasi-bound state with total angular momentum $J = 5$. In both cases they corresponded to an end-over-end angular momentum of $L = 5$. Looking in the same energy range at the inelastic scattering into the $|11+\rangle$ state, we observe not only two similar peaks at the same collision energies, but also two additional peaks at 1.08 and 1.44 cm$^{-1}$. These two additional shape resonances can be readily understood by noting that for inelastic scattering the resonant quasi-bound state can occur either in the incoming channel or in the outgoing channel, where the latter channel is about 0.8 cm$^{-1}$ lower in energy. This is indeed precisely the energy with which the two additional peaks in the inelastic channel are shifted to the left in Fig. 3.

For completeness, we note that we studied this collision energy range also with the potential of Hodges and Wheatley [29]. Although the difference in the well depth between the two potentials at the equilibrium umbrella angle was only about 5%, we still found large differences in the resonant structures at very low energies. For example, using the Hodges and Wheatley potential [29], we observed two very strong shape resonances at collision energies of 0.03 and 0.45 cm$^{-1}$ induced by quasi-bound states with total angular momenta $J = 3$ and $J = 4$ and end-over-end angular momentum $L = 4$. However, because our own potential is deeper, we find that these quasi-bound states have become true bound states with energies below the scattering continuum, so that they cannot cause shape resonances anymore. As a result, the first shape resonances we find with our potential are $J = 3$, while there are eight open partial waves in outgoing channels. (b) Contributions of various channels to the square of the wavefunction. In the inner region, where the collision takes place, a large amplitude in the asymptotically closed $|21-\rangle$ channel is observed.
energetically possible to excite the ammonia molecule from its $|11−⟩$ state to its $|22+⟩$ state, and a new scattering channel opens. At 29.12, 39.33 and 40.12 cm$^{-1}$, the $|22−⟩$, $|21+⟩$ and $|21−⟩$ channels open, respectively, as also indicated in Fig. 5. The opening of the new channels is seen to have a profound effect on the inelastic cross sections to the $|11+⟩$ state. Namely, before these new channels open a bunch of Feshbach resonances is observed. These resonant structures are called Feshbach resonances because they are caused by a molecular level that is different from the incoming and the outgoing channel. In Fig. 5 we see that especially the Feshbach resonances induced by the $|21±⟩$ levels at collision energies around 40 cm$^{-1}$ are strong, giving rise to almost a factor of 3 increase compared to the background inelastic cross section. These resonances seem to be particularly suited to observe in a collision experiment. We come back to this point more elaborately in Section VI.

To understand the Feshbach resonances in more detail, we have studied the scattering wavefunctions. In Fig. 6 contributions to the scattering wavefunction are shown at a collision energy of 37.28 cm$^{-1}$. At this collision energy, there is a Feshbach resonance for inelastic scattering into the $|11+⟩$ state, somewhat below the energy at which the $|21−⟩$ channel opens. In Fig. 6(a), we show contributions of different open and closed channels to the scattering wavefunction. For this particular figure, we considered a total angular momentum of $J = 3$ and symmetry $E''$ (see the Appendix). This means that for the incoming channel, i.e., the $|11−⟩$ state, asymptotically only the partial wave with $L = 3$ contributed. For the four open outgoing channels, namely $|11±⟩$ and $|22±⟩$, in total eight open partial waves are possible for the considered $J$ and $E''$ symmetry. In the inner region also contributions corresponding to asymptotically closed channels can gain amplitude, when they are coupled to the considered incoming state and outgoing state by the interaction potential. In Fig. 6(b), we show for each channel the resulting contributions to the square of the wavefunction. From Figs. 6(a) and (b) we clearly see that in particular the closed $|21−⟩$ channel has a very strong amplitude in the collision region, which shows that this state is responsible for the strong Feshbach resonance observed at this collision energy.

A different way to study the Feshbach resonances is by looking at phase shifts in the scattering wavefunction. These phase shifts can be obtained from the eigenvalues of the scattering matrix [39, 51]. In Fig. 7 we show in the top panel the sums of the phase shifts in all open channels for various total angular momenta $J$. Since we consider both symmetries $E'$ and $E''$, we have two curves for each $J$. From scattering theory it follows that when a resonance occurs, the phase shift sum rapidly increases by $\pi [51]$ as a function of energy. In the top panel of Fig. 7 we indeed see this happening many times at the collision energies where resonances are found in the elastic and inelastic cross sections. The derivatives of the phase shifts with respect to the energy give the lifetime of the collision complex [39]. These lifetimes are shown in the lower panel of Fig. 7. This figure shows that at the collision energies where resonances occur, we indeed have long-lived intermediate quasi-bound states.

In Fig. 8 we show the integral cross sections for inelastic scattering into the $|21±⟩$ and the $|22±⟩$ states, for a collision energy ranging from the energies at which these channels open, up to 50 cm$^{-1}$. Note that the inelastic cross sections to the $|22+⟩$ and $|21+⟩$ states are scaled with a factor of 2. Immediately after each channel opens, we see strong resonant features, which are shape resonances, caused by quasi-bound states in the outgoing channel. In the $|22±⟩$ channels we also find Feshbach resonances due to quasi-bound states of $|21±⟩$ character.

In the energy range from 10 to 50 cm$^{-1}$, we also studied the scattering cross sections using the previously described model treatment of the NH$_3$ umbrella motion. We found that the model calculations have the tendency to somewhat overestimate the strength of certain resonance peaks compared to the elaborate treatment of the umbrella motion. Studying this effect in more detail, we found that the differences are mainly due to the approximation of the nonzero potential matrix elements for the two tunneling states as $v_{lm}(R, \rho_c)$, rather than due to the neglect of the higher lying $\phi_1^3(\rho)$ states. Namely, by calculating the cross sections with the elaborate treatment and taking only the lowest two umbrella functions $\phi_1^3(\rho)$
significant differences in the magnitudes of the inelastic cross sections, especially in cases when the elaborate treatment is useful in studying scattering resonances sensitive to the potential, we conclude that the use of precise strength and location of the resonances are very model treatment, and typically the strength of the scattering resonances differed by less than 10%. Because the precise strength and location of the resonances are very sensitive to the potential, we conclude that the use of the model treatment is useful in studying scattering resonances, especially in cases when the elaborate treatment is computationally too expensive.

Looking again at Fig. 8, we note that there are significant differences in the magnitudes of the inelastic cross sections for the various collision channels. For example, the transition to the $|22\rangle -$ state is seen to be much stronger than the transition to the $|22\rangle +$ state, and the same holds for the transition to the $|21\rangle -$ state compared to the $|21\rangle +$ state. The relative magnitude of the integral cross sections for the elastic and inelastic scattering channels can even be more clearly observed in Fig. 9. In this figure, we show the integral cross sections for scattering into the $|11\rangle \pm$, $|21\rangle \pm$ and $|22\rangle \pm$ states, for collision energies ranging from 80 cm$^{-1}$ to 130 cm$^{-1}$. Notice the scaling of the inelastic cross sections indicated in the figure. To explain the relative strengths of the transitions shown, we note that the scattering from the $|11\rangle -$ channel into different $|jk\rangle \pm$ channels is caused by different anisotropic terms in the interaction potential with coefficients $v_{lm}(R, \rho)$, cf. Eq. 10. For example, in order to change the umbrella state of the ammonia molecule (i.e., going from the odd $-\rangle$ state to the even $+\rangle$ state) we need terms in the potential for which $l + m$ is odd, so that also the corresponding coefficient $v_{lm}(R, \rho)$ is odd in $\rho$. The various potential energy coefficients are plotted as a function of $R$ at the equilibrium umbrella angle $\rho_e$ in Fig. 3.

From this figure, we see that the isotropic coefficient $v_{00}(R, \rho_e)$ is by far the largest coefficient of all. This coefficient can only couple the initial $|11\rangle -$ state to itself (see for example Refs. 14 52), causing a large elastic scattering cross section. For a transition to a different umbrella state, or to a state with different $j$, we need potential energy coefficients with $l \geq 1$. Since $v_{10}$ and $v_{30}$ are odd in $\rho$, they cause transitions from the $|11\rangle -$ state to the $|21\rangle -$ and the $|11\rangle -$ state, while the $v_{20}$ term causes transitions to the $|21\rangle -$ state, and because this expansion coefficient is relatively large, the corresponding cross section is large as well. Finally, in order to change $k$ in the collision, we need potential terms with $m \neq 0$, of which the first two are the $v_{23}$ and the $v_{43}$ coefficients. The $v_{33}$ coefficient causes $-\rightarrow -\rangle$ transitions and the $v_{43}$ coefficient causes $-\rightarrow +\rangle$ transitions. From Fig. 3 we see that the $v_{33}$ coefficient is rather large, explaining the large cross sections to the $|22\rangle -$ state, while the $v_{43}$ coefficient is small, explaining the small cross sections to the $|22\rangle +$ state.

In Fig. 10 we show the integral cross sections for inelastic scattering into the $|32\rangle \pm$ and the $|31\rangle \pm$ states,
Inelastic cross sections [Å²] for scattering into the |32±⟩ and the |31±⟩ states as a function of collision energy. At higher collision energies the |44±⟩ channels for the para ammonia molecules open. As a result, Feshbach resonances are observed.

FIG. 10: Inelastic integral cross sections for scattering into the |32±⟩ and the |31±⟩ states as a function of collision energy. At higher collision energies the |44±⟩ channels for the para ammonia molecules open. As a result, Feshbach resonances are observed.

for a collision energy ranging from the energies at which these channels open, up to 130 cm⁻¹. These small cross sections will be harder to observe experimentally. However, if these channels can be detected, they allow for the observation of pronounced shape resonances at higher collision energies. The cross sections for scattering into the |32±⟩ states also give rise to Feshbach resonances with quasi-bound states of |31±⟩ character. Even stronger Feshbach resonances at higher collision energies between about 120 and 125 cm⁻¹ are found in the cross sections for scattering into the |31−⟩ state. These Feshbach resonances are caused by the opening of the |44±⟩ channels at a collision energy of about 125 cm⁻¹.

Finally, we also studied differential cross sections, where we looked in particular at the behavior of the differential cross sections as a function of energy close to resonance. In general, we found that the differential cross sections can change rapidly and dramatically close to resonance. This behavior is illustrated by Fig. 11. Here, we see in the upper two panels the differential cross sections for elastic scattering at collision energies of 0.87 and 1.86 cm⁻¹. For the first of these energies there is no resonance, while for the second there is a shape resonance. For the off-resonance case we find that, apart from diffraction oscillations, there is only a forward scattering peak. On resonance there is also a strong backward peak. The lower four panels show the differential cross sections for inelastic scattering to the |11+⟩ state at collision energies of 20, 24.36, 30 and 37.28 cm⁻¹. At 20 and 30 cm⁻¹, which are shown in the two lower plots on the left, there is no resonance and the differential cross sections look rather similar to the upper left one, giving predominantly rise to forward scattering. At 24.36 and 37.28 cm⁻¹, which are shown in the two lower plots on the right, there is a Feshbach resonance present, and as a result the differential cross sections look very differently, giving again rise to significant backscattering. In general, the precise structure of the differential cross section depends on various aspects such as the lifetime and the rotational state of the intermediate collision complex. As a result, it is expected that the differential cross sections show clear changes near a resonance, but the precise way in which they change is hard to predict and can be very different for different resonances, as is also seen in Fig. 11.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

In this article, we have theoretically studied cold collisions of NH₃ molecules with He atoms, where we looked in detail at shape and Feshbach scattering resonances. Prior to collision, we considered the ammonia molecules to be in their antisymmetric umbrella state with angular momentum \( j = 1 \) and projection \( k = 1 \), which is a suitable state for Stark deceleration. We calculated state-to-state integral and differential cross sections for collision energies ranging from \( 10^{-4} \) cm⁻¹ to 130 cm⁻¹, using fully converged quantum close-coupling calculations. We treated the umbrella motion of the ammonia molecule by solving the corresponding Hamiltonian in curvilinear coordinates and taking the resulting first four vibration-tunneling states exactly into account. We call this the elaborate treatment. We also used a common model for the umbrella motion which approximates the umbrella tunneling states as an even and odd combination of the two possible rigid equilibrium structures for ammonia. This we call the model treatment.

To describe the interaction between the NH₃ molecules and the He atoms accurately, we presented a new four-dimensional potential energy surface, based on a high-quality fit of 4180 \textit{ab initio} points. In the short range we used the explicitly correlated CCSD(T)-F12 method with an AVTZ basis set including midbond functions, and we showed that this approach leads to excellent results in the short range. In the long range we used the CCSD(T) method with an AVQZ basis but without F12, since we found that the electron density fitting that accompanies the F12 treatment does not exactly preserve charge neutrality of the monomers and eventually leads to a dominant \( 1/R \) dependence of the potential at very large \( R \) values. Our potential has a well depth \( D_e = 35.08 \) cm⁻¹, which is to be compared with the well depth of 33.46 cm⁻¹ for the potential of Hodges and Wheatley [29]. Although this difference is not very large, we found that small differences in the potential can have profound consequences for the observed resonance structures at low scattering energies.

We studied all open collision channels for \textit{para} ammonia up to \( j = 3 \) and in all these channels we found pronounced shape resonances right after the opening of these channels, caused by quasi-bound states in the incoming
and outgoing channels. We also found Feshbach resonances that are particularly strong for the outgoing $|11+\rangle$ channel at collision energies of about 25 cm$^{-1}$ caused by intermediate $|22\pm\rangle$ states, and at collision energies of about 35 cm$^{-1}$ caused by intermediate $|21\pm\rangle$ states. Due to the large cross section of these inelastic resonances, namely more than 1 Å$^2$, they seem to be a good candidate for experimental observation. Also in the $|31-\rangle$ channel at collision energies of about 120 cm$^{-1}$ relatively strong Feshbach resonances were seen that are due to intermediate $|44\pm\rangle$ states. We analyzed the observed resonant structures in detail by looking at the corresponding scattering wavefunctions, phase shifts and lifetimes. We also investigated the validity of using the model treatment for the ammonia umbrella motion in describing low-energy scattering resonances. We found that the model performs qualitatively very well, but on a quantitative level some resonance peaks are somewhat overestimated compared to the elaborate treatment. However, considering the sensitivity of these resonances to the interaction potential, for which even state-of-the-art ab initio methods still lead to uncertainties on the order of a percent, the model treatment seems adequate in treating low-energy resonant scattering, especially in cases when the elaborate treatment becomes computationally too expensive.

The calculated integral cross sections at low collision energies can be measured using Stark-decelerated molecular beams. The NH$_3$ molecule, and its isotopologue ND$_3$, are amenable to the Stark deceleration technique, and have been employed frequently in deceleration ex-
The Stark decelerator provides a beam of maximum (FWHM) of 1 cm$^{-1}$, and the red curve of 3 cm$^{-1}$.

FIG. 12: Convoluted inversion inelastic integral cross sections as a function of the mean collision energy for NH$_3$-He scattering. The initial state of the NH$_3$ molecules is the $|11-\rangle$ state and the final state is the $|11+\rangle$ state. The figure is similar to Fig. 9, only now we have assumed a Gaussian collision energy distribution for the colliding particles to simulate more realistically what would be observed with present day experimental technology. The blue curve corresponds to a full width at half maximum (FWHM) of 1 cm$^{-1}$, and the red curve of 3 cm$^{-1}$.

The resonant structures are found at collision energies in the 20 - 50 cm$^{-1}$ range. To simulate what would be observed in a molecular beam scattering experiment, we convoluted the integral scattering cross section for the $|11+\rangle \leftrightarrow |11-\rangle$ with Gaussian collision energy distributions having both a 1 cm$^{-1}$ and a 3 cm$^{-1}$ full width at half maximum (FWHM). In the considered scattering channel bunches of Feshbach resonances are observed that are caused by the opening of the $|22\pm\rangle$ and $|21\pm\rangle$ channels, as seen in Fig. 6. The result of the convolutions are shown in Fig. 12. From this figure we conclude that the details of the dense resonance structures in Fig. 6 can only be resolved when an experimental collision energy spread that is much less than 1 cm$^{-1}$ can be achieved. For an experimental resolution of 3 cm$^{-1}$, however, the bunch of scattering resonances can still be discerned from the background inelastic signal by measuring the inelastic cross section as a function of collision energy. Figure 12 shows that such a measurement would lead to a clear enhancement of the inelastic signal by more than a factor of two at the energies where the bunch of resonances is located.

To estimate the feasibility of obtaining collision energy resolutions in this range with current experimental technology, we assume an experiment in which a Stark-decelerated packet of NH$_3$ molecules collides with a conventional beam of He atoms at a beam intersection angle of 45$^\circ$. We assume that the He atom beam is produced using a cryogenic source that is maintained at a temperature of about 50 Kelvin, resulting in a He atom velocity of 550 m/s. The relevant range of collision energies is then obtained when the velocity of the NH$_3$ molecules is tuned between 370 and 850 m/s. This is well within the range of state-of-the-art Stark deceleration molecular beam machines. We further assume velocity spreads of 10 m/s and 55 m/s for the NH$_3$ molecules and He atoms, respectively, and a spread in the beam intersection angle of 40 mrad due to the divergence of both beams. These are values that can realistically be obtained with current experimental techniques. With these parameters, we expect an optimum in the collision energy resolution to occur at a collision energy of 30 cm$^{-1}$, i.e., at the center of the relevant collision energy range. This maximum accuracy amounts to a spread of 3.1 cm$^{-1}$ (FWHM), while the collision energy spread increases to approximately 4 cm$^{-1}$ both for collision energies down to 20 cm$^{-1}$ and collision energies up to 50 cm$^{-1}$. These energy resolutions will not yet allow for the observation of single scattering resonances in the NH$_3$-He system, but they will certainly enable to observe the enhancement of about a factor of two in the inelastic cross section as a function of collision energy shown in Fig. 12 revealing the combined effect of the underlying bunch of Feshbach resonances.

An alternative and complementary approach to study scattering resonances is to measure differential cross sections. Referring back to Fig. 11, dramatic changes in the differential cross section can occur at collision energies where a resonance is observed. Feshbach resonances that give rise to strong backward scattering can be detected by measuring selectively the scattered flux in the backward direction. A similar approach has been used recently to measure partial-wave resolved resonances in the collision energy dependence of reactions between F atoms and HD molecules. For inelastic scattering between NH$_3$ molecules and He atoms, differential cross sections are measured most conveniently using the velocity map imaging (VMI) technique. To experimentally resolve the angular dependence of the differential cross sections, large recoil velocities of the scattered molecules are advantageous. For the $|11+\rangle \leftrightarrow |11-\rangle$ channel, the recoil
velocity of the scattered NH$_3$ molecules in the center of mass frame amounts to about 100 m/s at the most relevant collision energies. This is well within the range of velocities that can be imaged using current VMI techniques, offering interesting prospects to study the behavior of molecular scattering resonances.

At the Fritz-Haber-Institute in Berlin, Germany, and the Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands, we have embarked on an experimental program to study scattering resonances in both the integral and differential cross sections using Stark-decelerated molecular beams. It is the hope that the experimental study of these resonances will test our theoretical understanding of molecular interactions with unprecedented accuracy, and also will contribute to an enhancement of our ability to control the way in which molecules collide.

Appendix A: Coordinates and symmetry

In this Appendix we consider in more detail the various coordinates used to describe the NH$_3$-He system and how these coordinates transform under various symmetry operations that commute with the Hamiltonian. These symmetry operations form a group generated by the permutations of the hydrogen atoms in NH$_3$ and the operator for inversion in space $\hat{E}^*$. The location of the center-of-mass of the NH$_3$-He dimer is given by the vector $\mathbf{Q}$, while the locations of the nuclei with respect to $\mathbf{Q}$ are given by the vectors $\mathbf{H}_1$, $\mathbf{H}_2$, $\mathbf{H}_3$ for the three H atoms, by the vector $\mathbf{N}$ for the N atom, and by $\mathbf{He}$ for the He atom. The center-of-mass of the ammonia molecule is given by the vector $\mathbf{X}$. We start by introducing a orthonormal, right-handed space-fixed (‘sf’) frame centered at the center-of-mass of the dimer $\mathbf{Q}$. We also make the convention that a superscript denotes the frame in which the coordinates of a vector are expressed. So in the space-fixed frame an arbitrary vector $\mathbf{P}$ has the space-fixed coordinates $\mathbf{P}^{sf}$. Moreover, when no frame superscript is given, we do not specify the frame in which the coordinates of the vector $\mathbf{P}$ are evaluated. The space-fixed frame consists of three unit vectors, which are the columns of the matrix $\mathbf{s} = (s_x, s_y, s_z)$. In our notation $\mathbf{s}^{sf}$ is the unit matrix. Moreover, in the space-fixed frame the inversion operator $\hat{E}^*$ maps the position of any nucleus $\mathbf{P}^{sf}$ onto the position reflected in the origin $-\mathbf{P}^{sf}$.

Another useful frame, the dimer frame or body-fixed frame $\mathbf{d} = (d_x, d_y, d_z)$, is obtained by performing two rotations to the space-fixed frame in order to align the $d_z$ axis of the dimer frame along the vector $\mathbf{R} = \mathbf{He} - \mathbf{X}$, which points from the center-of-mass of the ammonia molecule to the helium atom. We have in space-fixed coordinates that

$$\mathbf{R}^{sf} = \begin{pmatrix} R \cos \phi^{sf} \sin \theta^{sf} \\ R \sin \phi^{sf} \sin \theta^{sf} \\ R \cos \theta^{sf} \end{pmatrix},$$

(A1)

so that $\phi^{sf}$ and $\theta^{sf}$ are the azimuth and zenith angle of the vector $\mathbf{R}$ in the space-fixed frame. The body-fixed frame is then defined in the following way. For any vector $\mathbf{P}$, we have that $\mathbf{P} = \mathbf{s} \cdot \mathbf{P}^{sf} = \mathbf{d} \cdot \mathbf{P}^{bf}$ with $\mathbf{P}^{sf} = \mathbf{R}^{sf} \cdot \mathbf{P}^{bf}$ and $\mathbf{R}^{bf} = \mathbf{R}_2(\phi^{sf})\mathbf{R}_y(\theta^{sf})$, where $\mathbf{R}_y(\theta^{sf})$ and $\mathbf{R}_2(\phi^{sf})$ are the usual rotation matrices for rotation about the $y$ axis and the $z$ axis, respectively, with the convention that $\mathbf{R}_2(\phi^{sf})_{12} = -\sin \phi^{sf}$ and $\mathbf{R}_y(\theta^{sf})_{31} = -\sin \theta^{sf}$. Note that as a result we find for the coordinates of the vector $\mathbf{R}$ in the body-fixed frame that $(\mathbf{R}^{bf} \cdot \mathbf{R}^{sf}) \cdot \mathbf{R}^{bf} = \mathbf{R}^{bf}$ resulting in $R_z^{bf} = R_y^{bf} = 0$ and $R_z^{bf} = R$, as was required. When we apply the $\hat{E}^*$ operator to the complex, the coordinates $\mathbf{R}^{sf}$ get inverted, so that $\hat{E}^*: \mathbf{R}^{sf} \rightarrow -\mathbf{R}^{sf}$. As a result, the angles in Eq. (A1) are changed according to $\phi^{sf} \rightarrow \phi^{sf} + \pi$ and $\theta^{sf} \rightarrow \theta^{sf} - \pi$. Note that the dimer frame is invariant under permutations of the hydrogen atoms.

The third useful frame is called the monomer frame and it is located at the center-of-mass of the ammonia molecule $\mathbf{X}$. The frame is spanned by the vectors

$$\begin{align*}
\mathbf{v}_x &= 2\mathbf{H}_1 - \mathbf{H}_2 - \mathbf{H}_3, \\
\mathbf{v}_y &= \mathbf{H}_2 - \mathbf{H}_3, \\
\mathbf{v}_z &= \mathbf{v}_x \times \mathbf{v}_y.
\end{align*}$$

(A2)

Since the ammonia molecule keeps it threefold symmetry, the above frame is orthogonal. The monomer frame can consequently be made orthonormal by dividing the vectors in Eq. (A2) by their length, resulting in the right-handed monomer frame denoted by $\mathbf{f}$. The rotation matrix that expresses the monomer frame axes in space-fixed coordinates is given in terms of the three Euler angles $\zeta^{sf} = (\alpha^{sf}, \beta^{sf}, \gamma^{sf})$, resulting in $\mathbf{R}^{sf} = \mathbf{R}_2(\alpha^{sf})\mathbf{R}_y(\beta^{sf})\mathbf{R}_z(\gamma^{sf})$. When the $\hat{E}^*$ operator is applied to the complex, then both the $x$ axis and the $y$ axis of the monomer frame are reversed in the space-fixed frame, which leaves the $z$ axis in place. As a result, the $\hat{E}^*$ operator has the following effect on the Euler angles, $\hat{E}^*: \alpha^{sf} \rightarrow \alpha^{sf}$, $\beta^{sf} \rightarrow -\beta^{sf}$, and $\gamma^{sf} \rightarrow \gamma^{sf} + \pi$. Another angle that is important in our treatment of the ammonia-helium complex is the inversion or umbrella angle $\rho$, defined as the angle between the $z$ axis of the monomer frame and the vector pointing from the N atom to one of the H atoms. So, for $\rho = \pi/2$, ammonia has a planar geometry. We just showed that $\hat{E}^*$ leaves the $z$ axis in place, while the coordinates of the nuclei change sign. As a result, we have that $\hat{E}^*: \rho \rightarrow -\rho$.

When we permute the hydrogen nuclei, the space-fixed coordinates of the monomer frame axes are interchanged. For example, when we interchange $\mathbf{H}_2$ and $\mathbf{H}_1$, we find that the monomer $y$ axis and also the $z$ axis are reversed in the space-fixed frame. As a result, the corresponding Euler angles transform as \((23)\): $\alpha^{sf} \rightarrow \pi + \alpha^{sf}$, $\beta^{sf} \rightarrow \pi - \beta^{sf}$, and $\gamma^{sf} \rightarrow -\gamma^{sf}$. Since the \((23)\) operation inverts the monomer $z$ axis, we also find that \((23)\): $\rho \rightarrow \pi - \rho$. In Table I we show the transformation properties of the various angles that describe the ammonia-helium complex when symmetry operations of the permutation-inversion group $D_{3h}(M)$ are applied to the
TABLE II: Transformation properties of the coordinates under symmetry operations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Effect on angular coordinates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>$\theta^{st} \to \phi^{st}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(123)</td>
<td>$\pi - \theta^{st} \to \phi^{st} + \pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^*$</td>
<td>$\pi - \theta^{st} \to \phi^{st} + \pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(123)*</td>
<td>$\pi - \theta^{st} \to \phi^{st} + \pi$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(23)</td>
<td>$\pi - \theta^{st} \to \phi^{st} + \pi$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE III: Effect of the symmetry operations on the angular basis functions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>Body-fixed</th>
<th>Space-fixed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$E$</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>jkKJM\varphi^{st}\rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(123)</td>
<td>$e^{2\pi ik/3}</td>
<td>jkKJM\varphi^{st}\rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(23)*</td>
<td>$\pm(-1)^{j+k}</td>
<td>jk-KJM\varphi^{st}\rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$E^*$</td>
<td>$\pm(-1)^{j+k+L}</td>
<td>jk-KJM\varphi^{st}\rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(123)*</td>
<td>$\pm(-1)^{j+k+L-k}</td>
<td>jk-KJM\varphi^{st}\rangle$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(23)</td>
<td>$(-1)^{j}</td>
<td>jkKJM\varphi^{st}\rangle$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

complex. These transformation properties are useful in determining the transformation properties of the angular basis functions.

The monomer frame can also be obtained by a rotation from the body-fixed dimer frame rather than the space-fixed frame, defining the body-fixed Euler angles $\zeta^{bf} = (\alpha^{bf}, \beta^{bf}, \gamma^{bf})$. The rotation matrix that expresses the monomer frame axes in body-fixed coordinates is given by $\mathbf{R}^{bf}_z = \mathbf{R}_{\zeta^{bf}} \mathbf{R}_{\gamma^{bf}} \mathbf{R}_{\alpha^{bf}}$. The rotation matrix that expresses the monomer frame axes in space-fixed coordinates change, but also the monomer frame axes. As a result, the body-fixed Euler angles transform somewhat differently than the space-fixed angles, as seen in Table III.

Having determined the effect of the various symmetry operations on the coordinates that describe the NH$_3$-He complex, we can also find out the corresponding effect on the angular basis functions of Eqs. 5 and 7 by using the transformation properties of the Wigner $d$-functions. Moreover, we have that $E^* \phi_{\nu}^{\pm}(\rho) = \pm \phi_{\nu}^{\pm}(\rho)$. The effect of the various symmetry operations on the angular basis functions is shown in Table III.

As a result, we are now able to construct the symmetry adapted basis sets for both the body-fixed and the space-fixed case. To this end, it is most convenient to start by discussing the symmetry group $C_{3v}(M)$ with irreps $A_1, A_2$ and $E$. The $C_{3v}(M)$ group is generated by the operations $E$, (123) and (23)*. Using this group implies that we consider the ammonia molecule as a rigid rotor without umbrella motion. Then, for the body-fixed case with $k = K = 0$, we conclude from Table III that the state $|j\theta JM\rangle$ is of $A_1$ symmetry when $J$ is even, while it is of $A_2$ symmetry when $J$ is odd. When either $k$ or $K$ is nonzero, we have for $k = 0 \pmod 3$ that $|jkKJM\rangle + (-1)^{j+k}|j-k-KJM\rangle)/2^{1/2}$ is of $A_1$ symmetry, while $|jkKJM\rangle - (-1)^{j+k}|j-k-KJM\rangle)/2^{1/2}$ is of $A_2$ symmetry. Finally, we have for $k \neq 0 \pmod 3$, that two-dimensional $E$ irreps are spanned by the states $(|jkKJM\rangle, |j-k-KJM\rangle)$.

For the space-fixed case and considering rigid ammonia, we conclude from Table III that the state $|j0JM\rangle$ is of $A_1$ symmetry when $j + L$ is even, while it is of $A_2$ symmetry when $j + L$ is odd. When $k$ is nonzero and a multiple of 3, we have that $(|jkLJM\rangle + (-1)^{j+L+k}|j-k-LJM\rangle)/2^{1/2}$ is of $A_1$ symmetry, while $(|jkLJM\rangle - (-1)^{j+L+k}|j-k-LJM\rangle)/2^{1/2}$ is of $A_2$ symmetry. For $k \neq 0 \pmod 3$, we have that two-dimensional $E$ irreps are spanned by the states $(|jkLJM\rangle, |j-k-LJM\rangle)$.

Finally, the complete symmetry adapted basis is obtained by considering the full $D_{3h}(M)$ symmetry group of the nonrigid ammonia molecule. The functions adapted to the irreps of $D_{3h}(M)$ are obtained from those adapted to the $C_{3v}(M)$ irreps by using

$$(\hat{E} + \hat{E}^*)|A_1\rangle = |A_1'\rangle, \quad (\hat{E} - \hat{E}^*)|A_1\rangle = |A_2'\rangle,$$

$$(\hat{E} + \hat{E}^*)|A_2\rangle = |A_2'\rangle, \quad (\hat{E} - \hat{E}^*)|A_2\rangle = |A_1'\rangle,$$

$$(\hat{E} + \hat{E}^*)|E\rangle = |E'\rangle, \quad (\hat{E} - \hat{E}^*)|E\rangle = |E''\rangle. \quad (A3)$$

Further we note that the $v^+$ umbrella functions belong to the $(\hat{E} + \hat{E}^*)$ projection, while the $v^-$ umbrella functions belong to the $(\hat{E} - \hat{E}^*)$ projection.
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[44] See supplementary material at [URL will be inserted by AIP] for the fit of the potential energy surface and for the ab initio data points.